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The Lower-Division Academic Course Guide Manual (Revised 2004) from the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board lists the following information on p. 146 regarding the Field of Study -- Schools and Society component:

Schools and Society (3 sch) -
- May be one 3 sch course or three 1 sch courses designed as recruitment or outreach course
- May be cross-listed in several disciplines
- Will allow special emphasis for regional needs

Based on this information, the School and Society requirement may be fulfilled through the selection of one of the following courses:
- SOCI 1306 Contemporary Social Problems and Social Policy
- NURS 1302 Cultural Determinants of Health Behavior

Either of these two courses will replace SOCI 2310 (recently changed to SOCI 3310), serve to meet the School and Society requirement and help students deal with regional needs that they are likely to find in the schools.
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